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Physicians for Social Responsibility is a national non-profit organization of doctors and concerned citizens committed to public education on the medical dangers of nuclear weapons and nuclear war.

The organizers created symposia to present lectures on nuclear hazards that included noted authorities such as Robert Jay Lifton, Helen Caldicott and H. Jack Geiger, as well as such media figures as Carl Sagan and Benjamin Spock.

SERIES DESCRIPTION


BOX 1 (47289)

Series 1 - Records, 1977-1993, folders 1-211

1. Addresses, 1983-1984
2. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1982
5. American Medical Association, 1981
6. American Medical News, 1982
7. American Orthopsychiatric Association, 1985
10. Amerika, 1986
11. Ann Anderson - Psychologists for Social Responsibility
12. Annals of Internal Medicine
13. APA Monitor, 1982
15. APHA, 1987
16. APHA Meeting, 1984
17. APHA, Rich Gilbert, 1983
18. Apocalyptic Themes in American Culture
19. April 20 Rally, 1985
20. Arsenic Pills
21. Articles and Papers
22. Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
23. Associations
24. Atomic Scientists
25. Bay Area PSR Info Packet
26. Bay Area PSR Speakers Packet
27. The Bombing Runs
30. Booklets and Articles, 1980-1984
32. Broadcast Media, 1981
34. Caldicott, Helen
35. Canadian Medical Association Journal
36. Cassell, Chris, Medical Outreach, 1982-1984
37. Chemical/Biological Weapons, 1985
38. Civil Defense
39. CMA
40. CMCHS, 1981
41. Columns/Reprints
42. Conflict Resolution
43. Current Movement Overviews
44. Day, Barbara, 1984
45. The Day After, 1985
47. 1960s Disarmament, UK
48. 1960s Disarmament, US
49. Doctors for Disaster Preparedness, 1982

BOX 2 (47290)

50. DOE Study on Nuclear Protesters as Paranoid, 1984
51. Econ/Social Costs, 1987
52. Educating Patients in Doctor's Office, 1984
53. Effects - General
54. Effects of Nuclear War, 1979-1984
55. Films and TV, The Eighth Day, 1984
56. Food Irradiation, 1985
57. Ethiopia/We Are The World. 1985
58. Euromissiles, Fall 1983
59. Disarming Images Art Exhibit, 1984
60. Elect Ads, 1984
61. Expert Testimony, 1980
62. Foreign Policy, 1985
63. Foundations and Nukes, 1984
64. Fund for Dispute Resolution, 1989
65. Geiger/Maccabee, 2/6/84
66. Goetzal, Jean
67. Health Effects of Nuclear Power and Weapons
68. Health and Other Groups
69. Health PACs, 1984
70. Health and War
71. Hiroshima-Nagasaki, 1985
72. Hiroshima Day, 1985
73. Hospitals
73. Hostings Center
74. How-To-Do-Its, 1981-1983
75. Howard Center for Psychological Issues, 1987-1989
76. Human Fallibility, 1987
77. Humor/Graphic
78. Information Control/Surveillance/Secrecy, 1982
79. Institute for the Study of World Politics
81. International Exchanges, 1983
82. International Journal of Health Sciences, 1981
83. Interviews, Schedules, etc.
84. IPPNW/Nobel Prize
85. IPPNW/Budapest
86. IPPNW/Montreal
87. IPPNW Newsletter/Proceedings, 1984

BOX 3 (47291)

88. IPPNW - Soviet Press Coverage, 1981
90. Journal of the American Medical Association, 1985
91. Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 1983
92. Journal of Psychosocial History
95. Key Pamphlets, 1976-1987
96. Kids and Nuclear War, 1984
98. The Lancet, 1980
99. Legislative Alerts, 1982
100. Lifton/Frank/Mead, 1981
101. Local PSR Mailings/Announcements, 1983
102. Local PSR
103. Local PSR Notes
104. MacArthur
106. Mailings, 1992-1993
107. Mary Lord/Board Meeting/Annual Reports
108. Medical Biography
109. Medical Economics
110. Medical World News, 1980
111. Military Sociology, 1983
112. Military Wife, 1984
113. The Mind At War, 1988
114. Miscellaneous, 1988-1990
115. Miscellaneous, Current Arguments, 1985
116. Miscellaneous Med
117. MX, 1985

BOX 4 (47292)

118. National Academy of Sciences, 1982
120. National PSR/IPPNW
121. Neal, Mary
122. Neal, Mary
123. Neal, Mary
124. Neal, Mary
125. New England Journal of Medicine, 1981
126. New Physician
127. New Zealand Refining Nukes
129. Non-US Med
130. Notes, 1979-1987
131. Notes from PSR related lectures, 1984
132. Nuclear Power
133. Nuclear Winter, 1986
134. Original PSR in NEJM
136. Peace Academy
137. Peace Foundations
138. Plays/Films/TV/Music

BOX 5 (47293)

139. Popular Press, 1982
141. Press Coverage, AMA, 1981
142. Press Coverage, CMCHS, 1982
143. Press Coverage, Civil Defense, 1983
144. Press Coverage, IPPNW, 1981
146. Press Coverage, Scientist, 1981
147. Prof's Coalition, 1988
148. Prof's Coalition, Dick Mark, 1985
149. Project on documents in Germany, 1990
150. Project Victory, 1985
151. PSR Annual Reports, 1984-1985
152. PSR Blood Pressure Brochure
153. PSR Brochures/Literature
154. PSR Environmental Conference, 1988
155. PSR Films/Arts Related
156. PSR Fundraising School, SF Chapter, 1984
157. PSR and Intervention, 1984
158. PSR Letter to Carter/Brezhnev after Boston Symposium
159. PSR Mailings/Announcements, etc., 1984
160. PSR Medical Hazards of Radiation Packet
161. PSR Monitor, 1985
162. PSR National Convention, 1982
163. PSR Newsletter - Bay Area, 1987-88
164. PSR Newsletter - National, 1986
165. PSR Newsletters, Reports at Mailings, 1988-1989
166. PSR Notes
167. PSR Prescription for Prevention Symposium, 1983
168. PSR Regional Meeting, Los Angeles, 12/8/84
169. PSR Reports, 1984
170. PSR Retreat/Election Statement, 1985
171. PSR Summit, 11/85

BOX 6 (47294)

172. PSR vs. FBI, 1985
173. Psychiatric Association Reports, 1982
175. Psychosocial Bibliography
176. Public Health Booklets
177. Public Health Policy, 1982
178. Public Opinion/Attitude Change, 1985
179. Publication Ideas
180. Reagan's Doctor Criticizes, 1984
181. Sac PSR
182. Sagan, Carl
183. Sanctuary Movement, 1985
184. Schell, Jonathan, 1984
185. Sidels, 1984
186. Sierra Club Nukes, 1986
187. Silverman, Wendy, 1985
188. Social Science and Medicine, 1983
189. SOPHE Poster
190. Soviet Physics in San Francisco, 9/85
191. Spock, Benjamin, 1985-1986
192. Stanford PSR Newsletter
193. Star Wars - clips
194. State Med
195. Stu and Jacqui's Wedding
196. Suit, 1985
197. Symbols
198. Syllabi on Psychological Aspects of Arms Race
199. Symbols and Power Refs
200. Talking at College of Surgeons, 1984
201. Therapy Now, 1984
202. Lewis Thomas, 1984
203. Thompson, E. P., on the Nuclear Arms Race, 1982
204. Volunteer Organizations, 1977-1985
205. Vyner, Henry, "The Psychological Effects of Ionizing Radiation"
206. Wales, Jane, 1985
207. Western Journal of Medicine
208. Whistle Blowers, 1980
209. Women for a Meaningful Summit, 1989
210. Women and PSR
211. World Health Organization, 1983

BOX 7 (47295)

Series 2 - Publications, 1982-1990

Beyond War, Letter Writing Guidelines
A Bi-Lateral Nuclear Weapon Freeze by Randall Forsberg, Scientific American, 11/82
Children As Teachers of Peace by Gerald G. Jampolsky, 1982
Common Cause: You Can Prevent Nuclear War, 1983
"Dear Mr. President" An Open Letter to Ronald Reagan About War and Peace and Our Chances for a World Gone Nuclear by Alfred W. Bauer, MD
Discover, 8/85
The Effects on the Atmosphere of a Major Nuclear Exchange, 1985
Exploring The Physician's Role In The Nuclear Age, 2/85
The Harbinger File, A Directory of Citizen Groups, Government Agencies, and Environmental Education Programs Concerned With California Environmental Issues, 1988/89
The Health Professional and Nuclear War, 1985
The Medical Consequences of Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear War, Fall 1983
Military Budget Manual, 1983
Nuclear Free Zones: New Hope for Global Peace, 1984
Nuclear War: Medical Consequences and Physician Responsibility
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, The Future Is In Our Hands
Organizing for a Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Prescription for Prevention, 1983
PSR Chapter Handbook
PSR Chapter Handbook 2, Finance and Administration
PSR Chapter Handbook 3, Getting Involved in the 1984 Elections
PSR Chapter Handbook 4, Medical Education and Nuclear War
PSR Informed Dissent: The Public's Right To Know and Choose in the Nuclear Age, 1987
PSR Legislative Action Packet
PSR Nuclear Power and Weapons Packet
PSR Physicians for Social Responsibility and the Global Challenge, 1985
PSR NYC Preparing for Nuclear War: The Psychological Effects, 1982
PSR Redefining National Security, 1989
PSR Reports, Fall 1990
PSR Resource Kit
PSR Speaker's Training Manual, with Supplement and Summaries, 1983
PSR Speaking Out on the Threat of Nuclear War, 1982
Radiation - Psychological Effects, Readers Guide, through 1979
Science Magazines, 1977-1986
Society, Self and Nuclear Conflict, 1985
Activities on Nuclear War and Arms Control
Using The Media Against The Arms Race
Voter Options On Nuclear Arms Policy, 1984
Voter Options On Nuclear Arms Policy, Technical Appendix, 1984
World Military and Social Expenditures, 1983

BOX 8 (044737)

Audio-Cassettes

660.1 And You Thought Civil Defense Was Boring, Dr. H. Jack Geiger
660.2 Beyond War: A New Way of Thinking, Narrated by Jim Burch, 1987
660.3 Do We Have A Future? Carl Sagan, 1987
660.4 Hiroshima and Beyond: The Psychological Impact of Nuclear Weapons, Dr. Lifton
660.5 The History of Physician Involvement, Dr. Hiatt
660.6 Nuclear Weapons and Pro-Nuclear Leaders: Psychological Instigators of the Nuclear Arms, Dr. Frank
660.7 A Prescription for Survival, Dr. Helen Caldicott
660.8 PSR Symposium, Erik H. Erikson, Professor Emeritus, Harvard University, 10/7/83
660.9 PSR Symposium, Craig Schindler, October 7-8, 1983

Buttons

The Arms Race Has No Winners
Be All You Can Be Work for Peace
Choice
Common Cause
Don't Let The Turkeys Get You Down
Freeze The Labs Too
Freeze Now
Help Rid The World of Nuclear Weapons
I Love You Please Don't Smoke
I'm A Freeze Voter '84
I'm an AM Person
Jobs With Peace
Nurses Environmental Health Watch
Thank You For Not Smoking Near Me
Vote As If Your Life Depends On It
Vote For Health In '84
World Peace Through Nuclear Disarmament
Yes 12 The Freeze
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